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Fall Away Feb 20 2022 Nothing is more awkward than waking up next to a woman whose name you can’t remember... Navy
SEAL Trick Novak knows he needs to find a better cure for his insomnia, but a warm body and a pretty smile worked just fine
until he met Gaby Ellis—his latest conquest’s roommate. Now he’s not sleeping, and he’s definitely not getting laid, but that just
means he’s got more time to plot ways to win over the beautiful and stubborn kindergarten teacher. Except maybe falling in love
with one who'd rather not know yours. Keep reading the SEALs Undone series! Also available: Fall Out - Drew and Annie Fall

Hard - Jared and Cassie Fall Away - Trick and Gaby Fall Deep - Miles and Piper Fall Fast - Nathan and Emme Fall Back - Cade
and Mel Fall Dark - Vince and Larken Fall Dirty - Hunter and Serena Fall Quiet - Quinn and Leah Fall Easy - Jason and Julie
Search Terms: Friends To Lovers, men in uniform, teacher, love triangle, Navy SEAL, military romance
Love for a SEAL Apr 24 2022 The third and final collection in the SEALs Undone series, where big, tough Navy SEALs are
undone by the women they fall hard for. These stories are light on conflict, full of sexy heat, and short enough to read in a single
night. This is a three-book bundle, volume three in the SEALs Undone Collection. These books are also available individually.
FALL DARK Until two weeks ago, Vince Nash was a Navy SEAL. Now he’s just a guy with a failing family business and a
very specific skill set, and if he can get through a job interview at Camo Cay, he’ll be all set. But when he’s greeted on the
island by beautiful Larken White—sharpshooter, cynic, and Vince’s first love—he realizes his plan was missing one very
important, very pissed-off woman. Problem is, Larken wants nothing to do with him. FALL DIRTY Navy SEAL Hunter Dex is
a man on a mission. His beautiful new girlfriend is hiding her deepest desires from him and he wants that to change. Serena
Bradley is a woman with a secret. But when Hunter whisks her away for a weekend in Vegas with his friend Quinn, her hunger
to be shared boils dangerously close to the surface. FALL QUIET A chance meeting on a Caribbean island gives Navy SEAL
Quinn Parry another opportunity to impress the sexiest Army sergeant he's ever laid eyes on. But Leah Saunders isn't interested
in an over-the-top alpha male...unless he wants to submit to her. Also available: FALL FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone
Collection volume 1 (Fall Out, Fall Hard, Fall Away) KISS FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone Collection volume 2 (Fall Deep, Fall
Fast, Fall Back)
A Gentleman Undone Oct 19 2021 A seductive beauty turns the tables on a gentleman gaming for the guiltiest of pleasures in
this rich and sensual Regency romance. Lydia Slaughter understands the games men play—both in and out of the bedroom. Not
afraid to bend the rules to suit her needs, she fleeces Will Blackshear outright. The Waterloo hero had his own daring agenda for
the gaming tables of London’s gentlemen’s clubs. But now he antes up for a wager of wits and desire with Lydia, the streetwise
temptress who keeps him at arm’s length. A kept woman in desperate straits, Lydia has a sharp mind and a head for numbers.
She gambles on the sly, hoping to win enough to claim her independence. An alliance with Will at the tables may be a winning
proposition for them both. But the arrangement involves dicey odds with rising stakes, sweetened with unspoken promise of
fleshly delights. And any sleight of hand could find their hearts betting on something neither can afford to risk: love.
She's Come Undone Jan 28 2020 Meet Dolores Price. She's thirteen, wise-mouthed but wounded. Beached like a whale in front
of her bedroom TV, she spends the next few years nourishing herself with the chocolate, crisps and Pepsi her anxious mother
supplies. When she finally rolls into young womanhood at 257 pounds, Dolores is no stronger and life is no kinder. But this time

she's determined to rise to the occasion and give herself one more chance before really going belly up. In his extraordinary
coming-of-age odyssey, Wally Lamb invites us to hitch an incredible ride on a journey of love, pain, and renewal with the most
heartbreakingly comical heroine to come along in years. At once a fragile girl and a hard-edged cynic, so tough to love yet so
inimitably loveable, Dolores is as poignantly real as our own imperfections.
Fortune's Rocks Oct 07 2020 Fortune's Rocks transports the reader to the turn of the twentieth century, to the world of a
prominent Boston family summering on the New Hampshire coast... 'No praise is too high for Fortune's Rocks. The book will
take hold of you and not let you go until the last word' USA Today 'Exceptionally fine . . . Shreve writes with power and
passion' Daily Express Fourteen-year-old Olympic Biddeford is spending the summer with her parents at their seasonal house at
Fortune's Rocks. Her father handles her education himself and is in fact a publisher of mildly liberal literature. One author he
admires, who also practises as a physician, comes to visit the house. Forty years old, married with four children, he embarks on
an affair with Olympia. They have a swift, passionate summer, torn apart when they are discovered together during Olympic's
fifteenth birthday party. Her parents are mortified and immediately take Olympia back to Boston. When a baby boy is born nine
months later, he is taken from her and she finds herself in exile at a ladies college and then as a governess. She decides she must
get her child back, which means returning to Fortune's Rocks...
Slow & Steady Mar 24 2022 When Greyson Archer tosses a twenty on the stage of a strip club, the last thing he expects to see
are the haunted green eyes staring at him. Finley should be home raising her infant daughter and baking cookies, not tucking
singles into her G-string and giving lap dances. Greyson can't deny that he'd like his own private show, but there's not a chance
in hell of that happening. The last time the former Navy SEAL saw her she was dressed in black, holding a folded flag and
sobbing that it was all his fault... and he agreed with every single word. He couldn't do anything to help her then, but he can
now. Finley deserves better than this dingy club, and when an obsessed customer crosses the line, Greyson leads the rescue and
will do whatever it takes to make amends for their broken past. He never expected to want to settle down, but with Finley,
everything is different. For the first time ever, he can breathe. But Greyson will have to fight for what he wants in order to keep
the woman with the green eyes he's dreamed about so often. SLOW & STEADY is the second in the Alphas Undone series, but
can be read as a standalone novel.
Fall Out Feb 29 2020 First book in the SEALs Undone military romance series! Hot, sweet, sexy reads about men in uniform
being completely undone by the women they fall in love with. Drew Castle is a Navy SEAL with a bad case of indifference.
Until Annie Martin shows up on his doorstep, scared out of her mind, and all of a sudden, keeping her safe becomes the most
important mission of his life. And this time, he’s on his own. Keep reading: Fall Out - Drew and Annie Fall Hard - Jared and

Cassie Fall Away - Trick and Gaby Fall Deep - Miles and Piper Fall Fast - Nathan and Emme Fall Back - Cade and Mel Fall
Dark - Vince and Larken Fall Dirty - Hunter and Serena Fall Quiet - Quinn and Leah Fall Easy - Jason and Julie Search Terms:
vacation romance, brother's best friend, sexy or erotic or sensual, romance series, military, Navy SEAL
Mommy? Jul 24 2019 While looking for his mother in a haunted house, a little boy plays pranks on the monster inhabitants.
Features pop-up illustrations on foldout pages.
Synchronicity and the Seventh Seal Dec 09 2020 "A true life adventure where the crossroads of parallel universes meet to reveal
the core formula of reality. Told against the backdrop of King Solomon's underground catacombs, this book explores the
pathway to the Unified Field through the principle of synchronicity"--Publisher's Web site (http://skybooksusa.com/books.pl).
Fall Back Oct 31 2022
RT Essentials Jul 16 2021 Provides information on using the ticketing system Request Tracker.
Bait & Switch Jan 10 2021 I’m a rescuer. It’s in my DNA. Stray dogs. Stray women. But this one doesn’t need rescuing. She
needs something real, but I never keep the ones I rescue. I could let her go… but I can’t watch her walk away. I’m an ex-Navy
SEAL, and I never give up on a mission. Bait & Switch is Book 1 in the new contemporary romance series Alphas Undone,
which will each feature a new couple. This is a standalone full-length novel.
To Tempt a SEAL Jul 28 2022 For the first time in her life, art therapist Lucia Lewis is ready to live. And the masquerade ball
in Las Vegas is just the place to find a ridiculously hot guy to complete her wicked to-do list. The only rule? Her elegant
Venetian mask-which conceals the scars that have always held her back from the life she deserves-stays on. Navy SEAL Cade
Daniels heads to Vegas on a mission to keep his best friend's little sister out of trouble. Except the woman he's sent to find is all
heat and flame...and perfectly capable of handling herself. And him. But the moment Lucia's mask slips, the need to heal her,
body and soul, is complete and absolute temptation. But revealing himself could cost him the one thing he isn't willing to
risk...his heart. Each book in the Sin City SEALS series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series
Order: Book #1 To Tempt a SEAL Book #2 To Dare A SEAL Book #3 To Seduce a SEAL
The Affair Sep 05 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Everything starts somewhere. For elite military cop Jack
Reacher, that somewhere was Carter Crossing, Mississippi, way back in 1997. A lonely railroad track. A crime scene. A coverup. A young woman is dead, and solid evidence points to a soldier at a nearby military base. But that soldier has powerful
friends in Washington. Reacher is ordered undercover to find out everything he can and then to vanish. But when he gets to
Carter Crossing, Reacher meets local sheriff Elizabeth Deveraux, who has a thirst for justice and an appetite for secrets.
Uncertain they can trust each other, they reluctantly join forces. Finding unexpected layers to the case, Reacher works to

uncover the truth, while others try to bury it forever. The conspiracy threatens to shatter his faith in his mission—and turn him
into a man to be feared.
Seals and Sealing in the Ancient World Aug 05 2020 Studies of seals and sealing practices have traditionally investigated
aspects of social, political, economic, and ideological systems in ancient societies throughout the Old World. Previously,
scholarship has focused on description and documentation, chronology and dynastic histories, administrative function,
iconography, and style. More recent studies have emphasized context, production and use, and increasingly, identity, gender,
and the social lives of seals, their users, and the artisans who produced them. Using several methodological and theoretical
perspectives, this volume presents up-to-date research on seals that is comparative in scope and focus. The cross-cultural and
interdisciplinary approach advances our understanding of the significance of an important class of material culture of the ancient
world. The volume will serve as an essential resource for scholars, students, and others interested in glyptic studies, seal
production and use, and sealing practices in the Ancient Near East, Egypt, Ancient South Asia and the Aegean during the 4th2nd Millennia BCE.
Luck is the Hook Apr 12 2021 Imtiaz Dharker was born in Pakistan, grew up a Muslim Calvinist in a Lahori household in
Glasgow, was adopted by India and married into Wales. Her main themes are drawn from a life of transitions: childhood, exile,
journeying, home, displacement, religious strife and terror, and latterly, grief. She is also an accomplished artist, and all her
collections are illustrated with her drawings, which form an integral part of her books. Luck Is the Hook is her sixth book from
Bloodaxe. In these poems, chance plays a part in finding or losing people and places that are loved: a change in the weather, a
trick of language, a bomb that misses its mark, six pomegranate seeds eaten by mistake; all these events cast long shadows and
raise questions about who is recording them, about believing, not believing, wanting to believe. A knot undone at Loch Lomond
snags over Glasgow, a seal swims in the Clyde, a ghost stalks her quarry at a stepped well, an elephant and a cathedral come
face to face on the frozen Thames, a return ticket is thrown into the tide of Humber, strangers wash in. Even in an uncertain
world, love tangles with luck, flights show up on the radar and technology keeps track of desire. Imtiaz Dharker was awarded
the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry 2014 for Over the Moon and for her services to poetry.
Hot SEAL (HOT SEAL Team - Book 1) Nov 07 2020 Meet the new HOT recruits! When the Hostile Operations Team
expands operations, they add the best there is—a SEAL team! When a terrorist steals a drug submarine, Navy SEAL Dane
“Viking” Erikson finds himself thrust into his first HOT mission with an unexpected partner: his ex-wife, DEA agent Ivy
McGill. Still, Dane will do what he has to do to save the world, even if it means pretending to be a couple one last time. Ivy’s on
a mission of her own—to put the ruthless drug dealer she blames for her mother’s death out of business for good. If she has to

work with Dane to get it done, she will. And she absolutely will not fall for his hard muscles and killer smile ever again. Once
burned, twice shy. But Dane and Ivy have never been able to keep their hands off each other. While they may believe that sex
and love don’t intertwine, they’ll find out what’s real and what isn’t when a dangerous player takes matters into his own hands.
They’ll need to be more than a team to survive what’s coming their way—and it’s not going to be easy! Reviews: "...one of
those must read black ops series that is as good as Maya Banks & Cindy Gerard!" -- Just Plain Sassy "Seriously is there a hotter
series out there in this genre? Because if there is, I don't know about it. I have loved these books from book 1 and they are only
getting better and better not to mention hotter!!!" -- Goodreads "So, one of my favorite series (HOT) just got an infusion of new
blood...SEAL blood. That's right, HOT SEALs!" -- Saved by Suspense "Another awesome effort and A+ read in this world of
the maybe-mythed-but-oh-my-they-do-exist Hostile Operations Team." -- Mignon Mykel Reviews "As for Navy SEAL Dane
“Viking” Erikson? Well if the man doesn't melt the panties off of you, I just don't know if we're reading the same book." -- Dirty
Girl Romance Want to chat about the HOT guys? Join Lynn's Facebook Readers and Fans Group at on.fb.me/1cyN8Xt (copy
and paste into your browser). To sign up for Lynn's newsletter--where you'll be kept up to date about all of Lynn's books--text
the word HOTTIES to 66866 or copy and paste this link into your browser: http://bit.ly/LRHNews
Embrace the Suck May 14 2021 Get into the Navy SEAL mindset with this raw, brutally honest, in-your-face self-help guide
that will teach you how to thrive on adversity. During the brutal crucible of Navy SEAL training, instructors often tell students
to "embrace the suck." This phrase conveys the one lesson that is vital for any SEAL hopeful to learn: lean into the suffering and
get comfortable being very uncomfortable. In this powerful, no-nonsense guide, Navy SEAL combat veteran turned leadership
expert Brent Gleeson teaches you how to transform every area of your life—the Navy SEAL way. Can anyone develop this level
of resilience? Gleeson breaks it down to a Challenge-Commitment-Control mindset. He reveals how resilient people view
difficulties as a Challenge, where obstacles and failures are opportunities for growth. Next, they have a strong emotional
Commitment to their goals and are not easily distracted or deterred. Finally, resilient people focus their energy on the things
within their Control, rather than fixating on factors they can't impact. Embrace the Suck provides an actionable roadmap that
empowers you to expand your comfort zone to live a more fulfilling, purpose-driven life. Through candid storytelling,
behavioral science research, and plenty of self-deprecating humor, Gleeson shows you how to use pain as a pathway, reassess
your values, remove temptation, build discipline, suffer with purpose, fail successfully, transform your mind, and achieve more
of the goals you set
Fall Easy Sep 29 2022 Julie Collins is done with men, and their super slimy ways. Lt. Jason Steyner has given up on finding the
right woman—at least until he gets out of the military. But when the curvy flight attendant and the hunky Navy SEAL meet late

one night, the attraction is immediate. And complicated. Can they find a way to keep each other in their lives? Will they realize
what they have before it’s too late? * * * This title was originally published as Kissed by a SEAL, in a spin-off world connected
to Melanie Shawn’s Hope Falls series. Elements of the world, including characters, are used with permission. It connects to
Snowed In, a Hope Falls novel by Melanie Shawn (where you first meet Julie), and Fall Away and Fall Fast, two SEALs
Undone novellas by Zoe York (where you first meet Jason). It has been expanded for second edition publication.
The Mysteries of God Revealed Aug 17 2021 This Book of Redemption is God's master plan to redeem his children back from
the fall of sin caused by the serpent (Satan) in the beginning. Satan has deceived the whole world with his lies and has caused
the people to sin against their creator. This book will reveal that Jesus is both Lord and Christ, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in
One PERSON, manifested in flesh, and existed from eternity past to eternity future and that He is Supreme, not God in three
persons, blessed trinity, but One God, One Person, who created the heavens and the earth in the beginning with three major
titles, with three Dispensations manifesting those titles.
True Blue SEALs Jun 22 2019 Zak and Amy are destined for each other. After successfully passing the BUD/S training, and
helping to stop a San Francisco terrorist attack, Zak goes to the arena of war with the rest of his SEAL Team 3 buddies, to return
a changed man. Amy will have to negotiate the pain in her heart as she works to discover the man she loved going off to war is
still the man of her dreams, and only if she can convince Zak he still is that man.
Small Towns, Big Dreams: A Sexy Small Town Romance Starter Set Aug 24 2019
Can't Hurt Me Jun 14 2021 New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David Goggins, childhood was a
nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental
toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a U.S.
Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as a Navy
SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set records in numerous endurance events, inspiring
Outside magazine to name him The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt Me, he shares
his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40% Rule, and
his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and reach their full potential.
A Viking's Bride Oct 26 2019 When Aldric Gunter shows up and offers Navena Johnson an easy way off the prison planet she’s
stuck on, the answer should be an easy yes. But when the next thing she needs to say is “I do”, the choice gets more
complicated, because the Viking warrior wants a high price for the marriage of convenience—he wants her heart. Also available
in this series: A Viking's Peace, A Viking's Need Keywords: fated mates, Vikings, futuristic romance, science fiction romance,

space travel, space opera romance
The Road Mar 31 2020 The post-apocalyptic modern classic with an introduction by novelist John Banville. In a burned-out
America, a father and his young son walk under a darkened sky, heading slowly for the coast. They have no idea what, if
anything, awaits them there. The landscape is destroyed, nothing moves save the ash on the wind and cruel, lawless men stalk
the roadside, lying in wait. Attempting to survive in this brave new world, the young boy and his protector have nothing but a
pistol to defend themselves. They must keep walking. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, The Road is an incandescent
novel, the story of a remarkable and profoundly moving journey. In this unflinching study of the best and worst of humankind,
Cormac McCarthy boldly divines a future without hope, but one in which, miraculously, this young family finds tenderness. An
exemplar of post-apocalyptic writing, The Road is a true modern classic, a masterful, moving and increasingly prescient novel.
This edition is part of the Picador Collection, a series of the best in contemporary literature, inaugurated in Picador's 50th
Anniversary year.
Hold on to Your Kids May 02 2020 ‘Maté’s book will make you examine your behaviour in a new light’ Guardian ‘bold, wise
and deeply moral. [Maté] is a healer to be cherished’ Naomi Klein, author of No Logo and The Shock Doctrine Children take
their lead from their friends: being ‘cool’ matters more than anything else. Shaping values, identity and codes of behaviour, peer
groups are often far more influential than parents. But this situation is far from natural, and it can be dangerous – it undermines
family cohesion, interferes with healthy development, and fosters a hostile and sexualized youth culture. Children end up
becoming conformist, anxious and alienated. In Hold on to Your Kids, acclaimed physician and bestselling author Gabor Maté
joins forces with Gordon Neufeld, a psychologist with a reputation for penetrating to the heart of complex parenting. Together
they pinpoint the causes of this breakdown and offer practical advice on how to ‘reattach’ to sons and daughters, establish the
hierarchy at home, make children feel safe and understood, and earn back your children's loyalty and love. This updated edition
also addresses the unprecedented parenting challenges posed by the rise of digital devices and social media. By helping to
reawaken our instincts, Maté and Neufeld empower parents to be what nature intended: a true source of contact, security and
warmth for their children.
The Restoration of Engravings, Drawings, Books, and Other Works on Paper Sep 17 2021 Ever since its original
publication in Germany in 1938, Max Schweidler's Die Instandsetzung von Kupferstichen, Zeichnungen, Buchern usw. has been
recognized as a seminal modern text on the conservation and restoration of works on paper. This volume, based on the
authoritative revised German edition of 1950, makes Schweidler's work available in English for the first time, in a meticulously
edited and annotated scholarly edition. An extensively illustrated appendix presents case studies of eleven Old Master prints that

were treated using the techniques Schweidler discusses.
Fall Hard Aug 29 2022 Navy SEAL Jared Sutter has a simple rule when it comes to women: keep 'em happy and keep 'em at a
distance. He's got his reasons, and they all make sense until he falls for his neighbor and Cassie Bronson makes him want things
he's always kept off-limits. The SEALs Undone series continues! Fall Out - Drew and Annie Fall Hard - Jared and Cassie Fall
Away - Trick and Gaby Fall Deep - Miles and Piper Fall Fast - Nathan and Emme Fall Back - Cade and Mel Fall Dark - Vince
and Larken Fall Dirty - Hunter and Serena Fall Quiet - Quinn and Leah Fall Easy - Jason and Julie Search Terms: men in
uniform, boy next door, virgin hero, military romance, Navy SEAL
The Hour I First Believed Nov 27 2019 New York Times Bestseller The profound and compelling story of a personal quest for
meaning and faith from Wally Lamb, #1 New York Times bestselling author of She’s Come Undone and I Know This Much Is
True “The beauty of The Hour I First Believed, a soaring novel as amazingly graceful as the classic hymn that provides the title,
is that Lamb never loses sight of the spark of human resilience. . . . Lamb’s wonderful novel offers us the promise and power of
hope.” —Miami Herald When 47-year-old high school teacher Caelum Quirk and his younger wife, Maureen, a school nurse,
move to Littleton, Colorado, they both get jobs at Columbine High School. In April 1999, Caelum returns home to Connecticut
to be with his aunt who has just had a stroke. But Maureen finds herself in the school library at Columbine, cowering in a
cabinet and expecting to be killed, as two vengeful students go on a murderous rampage. Miraculously she survives, but at a
cost: she is unable to recover from the trauma. Caelum and Maureen flee Colorado and return to an illusion of safety at the
Quirk family farm back east. But the effects of chaos are not so easily put right, and further tragedy ensues. In The Hour I First
Believed, Wally Lamb travels well beyond his earlier work and embodies in his fiction myth, psychology, family history
stretching back many generations, and the questions of faith that lie at the heart of everyday life. The result is an extraordinary
tour de force, at once a meditation on the human condition and an unflinching yet compassionate evocation of character.
The Daily Show (The Book) Feb 08 2021 The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from
legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, Steve
Carell, Lewis Black, Jessica Williams, John Hodgman, and Larry Wilmore-plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent
guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader

behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program hosted by
Craig Kilborn to Jon Stewart's long reign to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation
for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, Jon Stewart's
emotional monologue in the wake of 9/11, his infamous confrontation on Crossfire, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, the Indecisions, Mess O'Potamia, and provocative takes on Wall Street
and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and
moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
Where Their Hearts Collide Jul 04 2020 When the girl next door meets the man of her dreams, at exactly the wrong time. A
Canadian small-town romance by NYT best-selling author Zoe York (Pine Harbour, SEALs Undone).
Becoming Leidah Dec 21 2021 An utterly gripping love story set in nineteenth-century Norway, about a woman rescued from
the sea, the fisherman who marries her, their tiny and unusually gifted daughter, and the shapeshifter who follows their every
move, perfect for fans of Alice Hoffman, Yangsze Choo, Eowyn Ivey, and Neil Gaiman. The sky opens up... I hear them laugh.
They don’t feel the sadness in the air. They don’t feel the danger coming, riding in on the wind. In the hinterlands of old
Norway, Leidah Pietersdatter is born blue-skinned, with webbed hands and feet. Upon every turn of season, her mother, Maeva,
worries as her daughter’s peculiarities blossom—inside the root of the tiny child, a strange power is taking hold. Maeva tries to
hide the girl from the suspicious townsfolk of the austere village of Ørken, just as she conceals her own magical ancestry from
her daughter. And Maeva’s adoring husband, Pieter, wants nothing more than for his new family to be accepted by all. But
unlike Pieter, who is blinded by love, Maeva is aware that the villagers, who profess a rigid faith to the new God and claim to
have abandoned the old ways, are watching for any sign of transgression—and are eager to pounce and punish. Following both
mother and daughter from the shadows and through time, an inquisitive shapeshifter waits for the Fates to spin their web, and
for Maeva to finally reclaim who she once was. And as Maeva’s elusive past begins to beckon, she realizes that she must help
her daughter navigate and control her own singular birthright if the child is to survive the human world. But the protective love
Pieter has for his family is threatening the secure life they have slowly built and increasingly becoming a tragic obstacle.
Witnessing this, Maeva comes to a drastic conclusion: she must make Leidah promise to keep a secret from Pieter—a perilous
one that may eventually free them all.
Get it Done Mar 12 2021 ‘A compelling and revelatory new framework for setting and achieving your goals, from a

psychologist on the cutting edge of motivational science’ – Carol Dweck, PhD, author of Mindset 'I don't know anyone who
knows more than Ayelet Fishbach about the psychology of goals . . . I love this book and know you will, too' – Angela
Duckworth, author of Grit A great deal of ink has been spilled on the subject of motivating and influencing others, but what
happens when the person you most want to influence is you? Setting and achieving goals for yourself – at work, at home, and in
relationships – is harder than it seems. How do you know where to start? How do you carry on in the face of roadblocks and
distractions? How do you decide which tasks and ambitions to prioritize when you’re faced with more responsibilities, needs
and desires than you can keep track of? In Get it Done, psychologist and behavioural scientist Ayelet Fishbach presents a new
theoretical framework for self-motivated action, explaining how to identify the right goals, attack the ‘middle problem’, battle
temptations, use the help of others around you and so much more. With fascinating research from the field of motivation science
and compelling stories of people who learned to motivate themselves, Get it Done illuminates invaluable strategies for pulling
yourself in whatever direction you want to go – so you can achieve your goals while staying healthy, clearheaded and happy.
Finding Monica Dec 29 2019 Years of abuse at the hands of her father has taught Monica Collins she can't trust anyoneespecially military men. Since escaping her home, she's built a successful career as a nanny, showing other kids the love she was
denied as a child. But when her employer's ambassadorial home becomes fair game for intruders during a riot, she's forced to
rely on two SEALs to get her to safety. Basically her worst nightmare come to life. Stuart "Pid" Hall is used to people being
scared, panicked, and confused during a rescue mission, but Monica's deep animosity and distrust is a surprise...until she shares
a bit of her story. He can't blame her for hating all things military-or for being outraged when his commander demands the
SEAL team escort her back to Hawaii. Turns out the ambassador's home was specifically targeted, and Monica's the only person
who's faced the intruder and lived. No one is prepared to learn the man has ties to the Navy. When he decides to use Monica as a
pawn for his revenge, she'll have to overcome years of deep-seated fear...and put her trust in Stuart's hands if she hopes to see
another day. ** Finding Monica is the 4th book in the SEAL Team Hawaii Series. Each book is a stand-alone, with no
cliffhanger endings.
Sin Undone May 26 2022 From the New York Times bestselling author who Gena Showalter calls "decadently sinful" comes a
forbidden romance in the beloved Demonica series. As the only female Seminus demon ever born, master assassin Sinead
Donnelly is used to being treated like an outcast. She spent decades enslaved, and now vows she'll die before she'll relinquish
her freedom again. Then Sin's innate ability to kill her enemies goes awry: She creates a lethal new werewolf virus that sparks a
firestorm of panic and violence. Half-werewolf, half-vampire Conall Dearghul is charged with bringing in Sin to face
punishment for the plague. And she's no stranger: He's bound to her by blood, and the one sexual encounter they shared has left

him hungering for her raw sensuality. Worse, Sin is the underworld's most wanted and Con soon learns he's the only one who
can help her . . . and that saving her life might mean sacrificing his own.
Merry's Book of Puzzles Sep 25 2019 Merry's Book of Puzzles is a classic collection of riddles and puzzles from the late 19th
century.
Charmed by the Bartender Jun 02 2020 Who knew sleeping with the enemy could be this fun? Was the one night stand a good
idea? Well, no. Probably not in retrospect. In my defense I had just moved back into my grandparent’s house, I’d lost my dream
job, and a guy on Tinder had stood me up. It was like life had suddenly stamped ‘LOSER’ on my forehead. So when the guy
behind the bar started giving me THE look…you know, the one that promised I’d be screaming his name into the wee hours of
the morning? When that guy also has the perfect amount of scruff on his chiseled chin, biceps bulging out of his t-shirt, and a
cocky grin you knew he’d earned in the sack…when he gives you that look, you don’t bother to figure out what your six degrees
of separation are. You jump on that horse and ride it! Pun fully and completely intended. And accurate by the way. I fully admit
to feeling sorry for myself and acting impulsively, but by the time I’d figured out WHO the bartender was, I was already falling
for him. A romcom from a secret duo of USA Today Bestselling Authors, comes the first COMPLETE STANDALONE in the
Modern Love Series.
Good Morning, Love Jan 22 2022 For fans of My (Not So) Perfect Life and Jasmine Guillory’s While We Were Dating, a
disarmingly fun debut novel follows Carlisa Henton as her life comes undone after a chance meeting with a rising pop star.
Carlisa “Carli” Henton is a musician and songwriter hoping to follow in her father’s musical footsteps. But, biding her time until
she makes it big in the music industry, she works as a junior account manager at a big-name media company to cover her New
York City rent. Carli meticulously balances her work with her musical endeavors as a songwriter—until a chance meeting with
rising star Tau Anderson sends her calculated world into a frenzy. Their worlds collide and quickly blur the strict lines Carli has
drawn between her business and her personal life, throwing Carli’s reputation—and her burgeoning songwriting career—into
question. A smart, timely, energizing romance, Good Morning, Love shows us what the glamorous New York’s music scene is
really like and takes us into the lives of a rising but somewhat troubled R&B star and a promising protégé who knows her job
better than she knows herself. With fresh and honest prose, Good Morning, Love examines the uncertainty of being a new
professional looking to chase a dream while also trying to survive in a world that’s not always kind to ambitious women.
Undone By You Nov 19 2021 USA TODAY bestselling author Kate Meader brings her signature “steamy sex scenes, colorful
characters, and riveting dialogue” (RT Book Reviews) to this novella in the Chicago Rebels series, following the general
manager of the Rebels as he scores with one of his players off the ice. Dante Moretti has just landed his dream job: GM of the

Chicago Rebels. And screw the haters who think there should be an asterisk next to his name because he’s the first out managing
executive in pro hockey. He’s earned the right to be here and nothing will topple him off that perch—especially not an
incredibly inconvenient attraction to his star defenseman, Cade “Alamo” Burnett. Cade has always been careful to keep his own
desires on the down low, but his hot Italian boss proves to be a temptation he can’t resist. Sure, they both have so much to lose,
but no one will ever know... As Dante and Cade’s taboo affair heats up off the ice and their relationship gets more and more
intense, they’ll have to decide: is love worth risking their careers? Or is this romance destined to be forever benched?
Fall Fast Jun 26 2022 Navy SEAL Nathan Meyers and recent divorcee (as of an hour ago) Emme Ryan both want a night of
escape from their real lives, for very different reasons. A chance meeting and a single drink at an airport bar turns into a night of
unexpected fun and pleasure when a freak snow storm keeps them on the ground. But when morning comes, will they stick to
the rules they set out at the start of the night?
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